USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10305.16

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE GENEVA REMAINS ON LIRIDIAN PRIME. WITH A PAUSE IN THE ENERGY RIBBON ASSAULT FROM LIRIDIAN MINOR, THE ROGUE PLANET, THE CREW HAS TAKEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO REST
CO_Eden says:
::looks around the forested area where she and Alastar had taken their break, away from the other riders::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE KEEP IS ACTIVE WITH FEEDING THE DRAGONOIDS AND THEIR RIDERS, AND TENDING TO THE INJURED
CSO_Taal says:
::sitting down meditating to the flame trying to purge himself of the negative energy::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Coming from checking on Grenador. He is eating.  There does not appear to be a scratch on him::
Wren_Losic says:
::Turns Ekel from the northeast and makes his way toward the keep::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Sitting resting, eating some food rations::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: HOWEVER THE SEISMIC ACTIVITY HAS RESUMED, INDICATING THE ROGUE HAS OCILLATED INTO A POSITION CLOSE TO LIRIDIAN PRIME ONCE MORE.... AND THAT THE RIBBONS WOULD BE COMING AGAIN
Plenty says:
::feels the ground tremble once more but doesn't want to leave Manoran's side::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: LIRIDIAN PRIME SHAKES VIOLENTLY AS THE ORBITS OF THE TWO PLANETS INTERTWINE
OPS_Cailand says:
::leans, trying not to sag, against the rock and closes her eyes, her head rested on the rock::
CSO_Taal says:
::feels the ground rumble and shake::
XO_Shras says:
:: looks at his dragon bandages and wonders if it will be in shape to fly in a moment's notice ::
CSO_Taal says:
::watches as the candle tips over spilling wax on the stone floor::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Looks over and sees the OPS resting right beside him:: OPS: Greetings.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Tell the others to ready yet again, Make sure Alastar hears. ~~~
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE TEAMS OF RIDERS AND DRAGONOIDS MUST BEGIN TO RETURN TO THE AIR TO MEET AND HOPEFULLY DEFEAT THE ENERGY RIBBONS.....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Races to the food table and shoves a couple rolls into each of his pockets and one for his hand to eat on the run::
CO_Eden says:
::secures herself on the saddle as Alastar takes to the air::
OPS_Cailand says:
::opens one eye and looks down to Taal...then shuts it:: CEO: And to you the same.
Plenty says:
::pats Manoran's neck:: ~~~Manoran: Take it easy my friend. Your wounds will heal in time.~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sensing and seeing urgency races to mount his dragon::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: ALERTS FROM DISTANT WATCHERS BELLOW LOUDLY AND EVERYONE BEGINS TO SPRING TO A HIGER STATE OF ALERT
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Thanks you. ::Takes a bite of his food rations:: Don't you hate eating these rations?
CSO_Taal says:
::picks up the candle and blows out the flame, stands the candle back up and gets up off the floor::
Corin says:
::tending to Hunters slight injuries she feeds him::
Wren_Losic says:
::Makes a circle above the Keep as the others ascend::
CSO_Taal says:
::brushes off the dirt on his pants but realizes it is pointless and the dirt has settled in rather nicely::
Plenty says:
::hears the bellowing and stands:: All: They come again! ::points to the sky::
CNS_Bauer says:
::When strapped belly down on the beasts back the signal is given::
OPS_Cailand says:
CEO: I actually have not eaten any. Do you find them distasteful?
CSO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow and heads out towards the stable::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: AS THE SEISMIC ACTIVITY CONTINUES TO INCREASE.....   THE WALLS OF THE KEEP SHED SHARDS OF ROCK AND DEBRIS..... SOME OF WHICH ALSO FALLS ON ANYONE TOO CLOSE
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the Geneva crew with a mix between irritation and concern, moves to the CEO and OPS::
CO_Eden says:
::stays aware of her surroundings as Alastar flies towards the keep where she sees her crew on the ground::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: I can’t say enough bad things about these... ::Looks at the rations:: awful things...
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Takes a running go and a leap into the air.  He soon stops wobbling as he finds the current.  We ascend into the sky::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Call them to us. We attack as one. ~~~
Plenty says:
::looks at her mount and decides he can't fight the battle this time::
OPS_Cailand says:
::senses movement and turns her head in the direction of the CMO, then opens her eyes and blinks twice:: CEO: Indeed. That is precisely why I do not choose to eat them until it is of dire urgency.
CSO_Taal says:
::as he exits the keep a rock falls on his head::
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: Tonight is the final battle you must do your best my beloved.~~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::falls forward unconscious::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::takes a seat by the candle and begins meditating again::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: You're smarter then I...
Plenty says:
::moves closer to the fire and looks around for Wren again::
Wren_Losic says:
::Glides in beside Alastar as she arrives, and Ekel lets out a blood curdling screech::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::perks her ears:: CSO: Taal!
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Flies in earshot to Wren Losic and awaits any orders::
CEO_Stricker says:
CMO: Hey doc, I can't eat these rations. Do you have anything else? A supplement or something?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::leaps to her feet and runs to him:: CSO: Taal? Arrre you okay?
OPS_Cailand says:
::smirks slightly.. but just slightly.... and looks at the CEO, humor in her eyes:: CEO: Well.... Vulcans can typically go longer fasting than most species..... though I am only a quarter Vulcan..... I still prefer not to eat at times.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: I see you have learned well
CSO_Taal says:
::a small amount of blood start to pool staining the ground a distinct green::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: I’m actually half Romulan. Too bad we didn't inherit that trait eh?
Plenty says:
::can't find her brother so heads for the dragonoid compound to find another mount::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::sees the blood:: Self: Ewww...
CO_Eden says:
Wren: I've managed.  ::Holds a bag of pebbles ready for Alastar:: So this is it...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks around to find Taal or Kat or the Captain. Anyone familiar. Feels alone::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: DURING THE BREAK IN THE RIBBON ATTACK, WHATEVER REMAINING TECHNOLOGY STARFLEET BROUGHT WITH THEM, HAS BEEN SECURED IN A SINGLE LOCATION, TO DRAW THE ENERGY RIBBONS THERE
CMO_Tunik says:
CEO: Sadly, I have run out. We have been here longer than anticipated. Longer than a logical person would stay. Maybe... next trip.
Corin says:
::mounting her beloved dragon::  Hunter:  Now fly like you never flew before.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: This is what it is. We attack as soon as the others join us.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE ENERGY RIBBONS ARRIVE
CEO_Stricker says:
CMO: No protein supplements? I can't eat this trash anymore. Man, I want to get home a replicate some mozza balls soup.... you don’t have anything of that down do you, by chance?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Wren with someone. It is the Captain::
Plenty says:
::saddles another dragonoid and takes a supply of pebbles for him::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain is that you?
Corin says:
::Hunter opens his tremendous wings and lifts gracefully into the air once again::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks around for someone to help her tail lashing back and forth:: CMO: Doctorrrrrr!!!
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost chuckles at the CEO, and glances around..... Her eyes fall on a crumpled form of the CSO, and she curses.... but stops and remembers that she is not the doctor any longer. She gave that up::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Positions himself in proximity of Wren and the Captain::
XO_Shras says:
:: Carefully mounts his dragons and wait for it to slowly raise and begin is flight, wounded, but still capable to fight ::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: We're ready.  ::Glances at him fleetingly as Alastar's wings slice through the air::
CMO_Tunik says:
CEO: I might be able to give you something. However, if I can't... I'm sorry. Staying here for weeks was not my choice.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::growls:: OPS: Get the Doctorrrr!!!
Plenty says:
::her new steed takes off from the nearby knoll, his head majestically raised::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Lieutenant!  Sorry I wandered off.  ::Smiles::
Corin says:
::flying high above the keep she waits for Plenty and the rest of the riders::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: It is you. I'm very happy to see you.
Host Ekel says:
::Ekel sends word to all the others about the eminent ribbon attack, with orders to take the offensive::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at Tunik:: CMO: Doctor, the CSO requires your assistance immediately.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Send out the call again, we attack as one~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::fortunately, the full extent of the blow was deflected by the arms of the Vulcan::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Stands up on his feet and pockets his rations. He awkwardly chews his last bites and he paces around impatiently:: CMO: Well doc, as a half Romulan needs more then these carbohydrates rations. If you can find some protein that would great if not I'll get someone on it.
Corin says:
::hearing Ekel’s orders, Hunter takes off in his direction::
CSO_Taal says:
::however, it was enough to open a head wound allowing the blood to flow freely from his body::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Where is everybody else?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to Tessa, Stricker... then moves to help the CSO::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: What happened to the CSO Lieutenant?
Host Ekel says:
::lets all the other dragonoids know the plan to draw the ribbons and attack them::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: On their way I hope.  I have a feeling that we'll need all the riders we have for this.
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: My beloved tonight we will have our victory.~~~~
Wren_Losic says:
::Turns Ekel toward the thread and leads the way::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::gently touches the CSO lightly on his back with her paw:: Self: Please be okay.
OPS_Cailand says:
::shrugs slightly, but watches intently:: CMO: He is unconscious and bleeding, it appears...... ::bites her lip slightly and crosses her arms to restrain the urge to help.... if the help is needed, Tunik will call her::
Plenty says:
::moves into position behind the Captain, knowing that her brother must be close by if the lady Captain is here::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What are my orders or should I just fake it like I've been doing.
Corin says:
~~~~<Hunter>: Yes Corin we will be victorious.~~~~
CSO_Taal says:
::twitches a little::
CMO_Tunik says:
::rushing to the CSO:: CIV: What happened? How did he get like this?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CMO: Something hit him, I guess.
CSO_Taal says:
::off to the side, there is a rock with green blood on it::
Wren_Losic says:
::Turns and looks over the flight as they ready for battle::
CSO_Taal says:
::doesn't seize cause it gets messy::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Stick close to the rest of us, they'll know what to do.  ::Looks at the dragons::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks over the CSO's injury:: CIV: Something hit him... wouldn't be surprised if it was one of our dragon hosts.
XO_Shras says:
:: flying lower than most of the dragon riders, catching the ribbons missed by the others with healthier dragons ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Aye.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CMO: Do they like Vulcans?
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks over to the CO:: CO: Greetings Captain...
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: I have faith in you and I know that you are strong.  We will fight together.~~~~
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: SOME OF THE RIBBON WORKS ITS WAY DOWN THROUGH THE MASSES OF DRAGONOIDS AND RIDERS AND FINDS ITS WAY DOWN TO THE SURFACE.....   AND AS IT STRIKES THE EARTH, IT IMMEDIATELY DRAWS ALL THE NEARBY ENERGY TO IT... AND IT GROWS..... AND GROWS.......
CSO_Taal says:
::the blood continues to flow freely from the open gash::
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: You'd have to ask our Counselor. Seems he's on a first name basis with the creatures. ::cleans up the CSO's blood... before sterilizing the wound::
Corin says:
~~~~Plenty:  Look the thing is growing and growing.  It must be stopped!~~~~
Plenty says:
::tosses her new dragonoid a few pebbles::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: AS THE ATTACK CONTINUES TO RESUME... THE SEISMIC ACTIVITY ALSO INCREASES... THIS IS THE TIME WHERE THE ROGUE IS NEAREST TO LIRIDIAN PRIME AND THE TIME WHERE THE MOST ENERGY RIBBONS MIGRATE THERE TO FEED
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CMO: Is he going to be okay?
Corin says:
::feeding Hunter more stones::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: Some need to go down and clean the ground~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
WREN: Good god what do we do, now.
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: Of course he is. It's just a flesh wound.
Plenty says:
::looks over and nods to Corin and she dives down to attack another ribbon::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CMO: Oh. ::looks relieved:: I... I would hate is anything happened to him.
CO_Eden says:
::Alastar surges forward and attacks a few isolated ribbons::
Wren_Losic says:
CNS: Take your stead down and he will know
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: Communicate with Manoran and let Plenty know that we need to get low and take care of those ribbons on the ground.~~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
WREN: You got it.
CEO_Stricker says:
::After pacing, he sits back down on the ground and continues to awkwardly eat his rations with an irritable expression on his face::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Wren: yes...  we need to stop the thread or the damage there will be excessive~~~  :: heads down to surface with a squadron of other dragonoids and blasts the ground, scorching the ribbons and all else there as well::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks at the CEO:: CEO: Why don't you join them? There were injured riders... and therefore dragons with no riders to fight.
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes sterilizing the wound, and then moves to seal the cut::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE ATTACK CONTINUES AND THE PRICE IS HEAVY, AS MORE DRAGONOIDS AND RIDERS ARE INJURED OR WORSE, IN THE BATTLE
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Takes his cue from Wren and swoops down to burn the ribbons out of the ground::
Wren_Losic says:
::Hangs on as Ekel dives almost into the ground scorching the earth clean::
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS: Good suggestions, it's better then eating these horrible rations... ::Hand the bag of rations to the OPS and sarcastically remarks:: Enjoy.... ::Stands and head towards the dragons::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Ha! Like a blow torch. 
Host Ekel says:
ACTION:: THE MINUTES PASS TO HOURS AND THE HOURS TO DAYS AS THE BATTLE RAGES ON
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: takes his cue from Ekel and swoops to blast a ribbon near Plenty::
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs and shakes her head:: Self: Humans...
Plenty says:
::swoops down and  around in a wide circle as her mount scorches the ground below::
Wren_Losic says:
::Looks up as Ekel strokes upward with his massive wings for another attack::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::sits with the CSO, having never left his side::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: BUT AS THE TIME PASSES, EVERYONE NOTICES THE RIBBON DENSITY HAS GROWN MUCH SMALLER..... AND THE SEISMIC ACTIVITY HAS SUBSIDED SUBSTANTIALLY
CSO_Taal says:
::lying in a make shift bed::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Heads over to the dragon. He hops on one of them and tells the dragon to start flying. As the dragon takes off he joins the CO in attacking the ribbons:: CO: I thought you could use some help ma'am!
OPS_Cailand says:
::lies in the shelter and shade of a wall, one arm across her abdomen and one arm across her eyes as she rests...meditative sleep...::
CSO_Taal says:
::begins to stir::
Corin says:
::shields face from the blast:: Self: That was too close.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GRENADOR>::Sweeps the ground with a fiery blast. Eats stones the toad feeds him. Now and again must blast a ribbon, in self defense or to pick up what has gotten through::
CO_Eden says:
::Tosses Alastar pebbles as she continues to attack the ribbons near the ground, she'd lost track of how many runs they'd made in the past few days::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: Sorry if I'm not very social. ::seals the wound in the CSO's head::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: Thanks Commander.  ::Smiles, but it's apparent that she's tired:: Stay close, don't get yourself isolated.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::perks her ears:: CSO: Oh, you'rrre awake?
Wren_Losic says:
::Makes a frantic turn into the thread and cannot be seen for a few moments::
CSO_Taal says:
::feels his head throbbing and opens his eyes::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Yes ma'am, I'm right behind you and won’t get lost Captain....
CSO_Taal says:
::sees Tlatoani looking down at him::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: Yes, I am.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::smiles:: CSO: You had me worrrried forrr a bit therrre.
Plenty says:
::blasts a small ribbon near the keep and scorches the area clean::
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: Banks sharply but not before his wing tip is singed and cries in pain::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: What happened?
CNS_Bauer says:
::This has stopped being fun. Feels nothing but scared::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CIV: Apparrrently you had a close encounterrr of the boulderrr kind.
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: My beloved I share your pain but you still can fly.  Push the pain out of your mind.  I am with you.~~~
CO_Eden says:
::Eyes open wide as she sees Wren disappear:: Alastar: Did you see that?!
OPS_Cailand says:
::closes her eyes and begins to whisper the chant she had earlier..... she focuses her mind and pushes on energy and strength from her mind and body toward her fighting crewmates.......::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: I see... ::tries to sit up, but the head aches too much::
CSO_Taal says:
::grimaces slightly in pain::
Plenty says:
::steers her dragonoid upwards again towards her brother::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Riding behind with the CO::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: Don't sit up yet
Wren_Losic says:
::Ekel comes tumbling out of the cloud of thread, spinning toward the ground with Wren holding on for dear life
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: redoubles his efforts and attacks another set of ribbons letting out a huge belch of fire and destroys both of them::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: How long has it been?
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: Look Ekel is in trouble help him now.~~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues to recite the chant, completely absorbed into the transfer of energy and spirit..... she senses the emotions of her crew, and continues with it.... they require the energy more than she at the moment...::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: Oh... ::looks up:: You werrre out forr a bit. I... I'm... It's good you’rrrre awake again. ::smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Has had too many close calls.  Checks Grenador’s body out, as best he can, sees no signs of injury::
CO_Eden says:
::Alastar sees Ekel and flies toward them faster then he ever flew before::
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: comes up underneath Ekel and Wren Losic and breaks the fall::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: It's good to be awake... I am... glad you are here.
Host Ekel says:
~~~Wren: A ribbon has struck....  flying is no longer possible.... today.....~~~
Plenty says:
::pulls up to her brother and smiles:: Wren: They grow weaker now. Soon it will be over.
Wren_Losic says:
::Mentally reaches out to Ekel giving him strength::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Flying around fighting the ribbons::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::blushes and looks away::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sits looking at the stars, trying to put behind all the frustration he had felt... a side effect from the mind-meld with himself::
Host Ekel says:
::manages to stay aloft with the help of other dragonoids, though there is much wing damage::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses great personal pain in Grenador. Knows something really bad has happened. Must keep on task::
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: Help Ekel give him the strength to fly.~~~~
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: struggles with the extra load but despite his own injuries he manages to help Ekel::
Wren_Losic says:
::Begins to  regain his sense of direction:: ~~~Ekel: Hang on let Hunter help you~~~
CO_Eden says:
::Knows that Plenty and Corin will take good care of Wren and Ekel, then flies towards Lt. Bauer and Commander Stricker::
Corin says:
::motioning to Plenty they head back to the keep::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: Do you need anything?
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: Have you been successful with meditating recently?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: I've been prracticing. I think I'm getting betterrrr.
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: That is good to hear. I am a little thirsty, Tlatoani...
Wren_Losic says:
CNS: Ekel and I give you many thanks
Host Ekel says:
~~~Wren: There is no choice, we hand together or fall together... there is little choice~~~
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::nods and gets him a mug of water:: CSO: You need to sit up a little, okay?
Plenty says:
::feeds her dragonoid the last of the pebbles she has and hopes it will be enough::
CSO_Taal says:
::sits up a little and grimaces in pain::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Lieutenant... is he okay?  ::Motions towards Grenador as she pulls up beside him::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears Wrens voice:: 
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::helps him sit up and hands him the mug::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Who Captain?
CSO_Taal says:
::accepts the mug and takes a sip of the water::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Riding behind with the CO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Brain is jumbled::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Your dragon.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel: You must thank Hunter as well. ~~~
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: FINALLY, AS THE ROGUE'S ORBIT MOVES AWAY, IT TAKES LIRIDIAN PRIME OUT OF RANGE AND THE RIBBON ATTACK DISAPATES
Corin says:
~~~~<Hunter>: Ekel we stand together but you must get your wounds healed.  Please let us help.~~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Oh Boy, I hope so. I've been checking him. Do you see any damage?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hopes not::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the actions of the ribbon, curious if this means what he thinks this means::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::purrs softly::
Wren_Losic says:
::Tries his best to staunch the bleeding from Ekel's wing, with what he has in his pack::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: No, not that I can see, but he seems tired.
Corin says:
::looks at the landscape:: Self: There is much to rebuild.  How will we ever complete it.
Plenty says:
::sees that the ribbons are retreating once again and  turns towards the keep::
CSO_Taal says:
::puts the mug down::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: How is the battle progressing?
Host Ekel says:
~~~Wren: Hunter knows how I feel...... and that is enough.... but there is little strength left.. and the end of the battle is...........~~~~ ::Ekel falls and lands hard, with little consciousness left::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO:I think the ground is ok, I think we might just go the last of these ribbons away. I think its stopping again.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: it's going well frrrom what I hearrr. ::twitches her tail slowly::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm kinda tired myself. Hard to believe, huh?
Wren_Losic says:
:: Rolls to the rocky ground as Ekel drops::
Corin says:
<Hunter>:: Falls with Ekel and manages to land somewhat, but Ekel is very badly hurt::
Plenty says:
::sees Ekel falls and directs her dragonoid over to him and lands::
Wren_Losic says:
:: Tries to stand and go to Ekel, and realizes he has been injured as well::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Flies off on Grenador picking off the weaker stray ribbons::
Corin says:
::running over to Ekel::  ~~~~Ekel:  You must survive. Hunter will give his life for you.  This I know.~~~~
CO_Eden says:
CNS: We've been fighting for a long time...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Yells back to CO:: CO: Someone’s gotta do it.
CO_Eden says:
::Turns around as Alastar breathes flame at the last few ribbons::
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: You must give him the strength until I can get his bleeding under control.~~~~
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks down:: CSO: Look....Ummmm.. thank you..
Wren_Losic says:
::Drags himself to Ekel and begins to press bandages over the wound::
Corin says:
::pulls out a bottle of medicine and applies it to Ekel’s wounds in an effort to save his life::
CO_Eden says:
::Sees that the ribbons are dissipating:: CEO/CNS: Let's start heading back to the keep...
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks alone, looking at the people celebrating a little, hopefully he can get back to the ship, where he can serve at his full potential::
CSO_Taal says:
::lies back down::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: For what?
Plenty says:
::runs to Wren:: Wren: Brother, you are well?
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Now I know what its like to be a dragon, now. Of course, Kat, thinking I am the pest I am, would call me a dragonfly. ::Laughs at self as we pick off another::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: Forrr helping me...earrlierr
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: You're welcome, Tlatoani.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE ENERGY RIBBON ATTACK SUBSIDES.... AND AS IT DOES, WITHIN HOURS....  ALMOST OUT OF NOWHERE...... SEVERAL TRANSPORTER BEAMS TWINKLE ABOUT
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Aaawwwwww Captain. Can't I stay out a little longer?
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Aye Captain! ::Orders his dragon to head back to the keep. Follows the Captain and CNS down there::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::blushes and smiles::
Plenty says:
::looks at Ekel:: Wren: It is grave..... Ekel suffers greatly.
Corin says:
::looking at Plenty:: Plenty:  Ekel is hurt badly.  Your brother will survive his injuries.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: It's about time for us to go home Lieutenant.
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: Ekel needs your help now, worry of me not
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: A YOUNG ENSIGN APPEARS AND HEADS TOWARDS THE CAPTAIN'S LANDING PARTY
Plenty says:
Corin: His time has come, and he will rest soon.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: OH, gee whiz. CO: I'm coming, Captain.
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands up, then, from pure exhaustion, she feels a bit light-headed and sways::
CO_Eden says:
::Alastar emits a low growl as the battle ends and begins flying to the keep where they land smoothly::
Corin says:
~~~~<Hunter> Ekel: I will give my life for you just don't die. ::places his tremendous wing on Ekel’s head and wills his strength to flow between them::~~~~
OPS_Cailand says:
::lays a hand on the rock to steady herself and starts to clear her thoughts::
Plenty says:
Wren: Worry of you I must brother.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Lands and dismounts. Pats and hugs Grenador then watches him walk away::
Wren_Losic says:
::Sits against Ekel’s side as blood drains from them both::
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: Call the warren master, Ekel’s life must be saved
CNS_Bauer says:
::Seeks out the Captain::
Plenty says:
::sits beside her brother:: Wren: I will tend to it.
CO_Eden says:
::Climbs off the saddle:: Alastar: I think we did well.  Now rest, Alastar.
Corin says:
::looks at Plenty in tears:: Plenty: Ekel’s life must be saved please hurry.  I don't know how much longer Hunter can hold on to him.
Plenty says:
::motions to one of the other riders:: Rider: Fetch the warren master. Ekel requires the gift.
Corin says:
::watching her beloved Hunter as he struggles to keep Ekel alive::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Dragon lands safely::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees the Captain and runs to her:: CO: You ok?
Wren_Losic says:
::Concentrates on Ekel with eyes closed oblivious to the damage in his leg::
CMO_Tunik says:
::finds Raine... looks at her:: Self: Things... will be different. I get to live these sixteen years differently from him. ::walks towards her::
Plenty says:
Corin: The master will see to him, but if it is his time, another will come.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: I'm fine... where is everyone else?
OPS_Cailand says:
::takes a few deeper breaths and straightens, but doesn't remove her hand from the rock..... dehydration..... something.... hmm....::
Wren_Losic says:
::Speaks out loud:: Plenty: Please hurry, I can't hold him here
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::leans back:: CSO: So, umm... should I go so you can meditate?
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter:  We must combine our strengths to keep him alive till the warren gets here with the gift.~~~~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I dunno. Is Wren and Plenty ok?
CMO_Tunik says:
::moves forward:: OPS: Are you okay... Ra... ::stops:: Lieutenant?
Corin says:
::using her strength and Hunters combined with Losic they try to keep him alive::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Wren didn't look well last I saw him.
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: No, please stay.
Plenty says:
<Warren Master>::rushes to Ekel's side:: Wren: Ekel is injured?
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses:: CMO: I feel a touch..... light headed, actually. I believe this environment took more of me than I intended...
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::perks her ears:: CSO: You...want me to stay with you?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I didn’t see some of our people up there. Hope there ok.
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: If you don't mind.
Corin says:
Warren Master: Yes please hurry Ekel is dying and we can't keep him alive.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::smiles:: CSO: I don't mind.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Maybe we should find Wren. He might need our help.
Plenty says:
<Warren Master>:: lays his hands on Ekel and closes his eyes::
Wren_Losic says:
::Doesn't hear the Warren master speak, in his efforts to stay linked to Ekel::
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: It's over now. We can... go home.
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: That is good.
Corin says:
::keeping their strength banded together, they struggle::
XO_Shras says:
:: lands his dragon and get off its back, looking for things he needs to take care of it ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods with relief:: CMO: I am quite.... pleased. ::straightens a bit more and takes a few steps more, her head still slightly resting on the wall as she centers her balance.... or tries to::
Plenty says:
::watches the look of sorrow on her brother's face::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods to Lt. Bauer and begins to walk to the keep, then notices a familiar blue haze as an Ensign appears::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks with Captain::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
::transports to near the main landing party::
Wren_Losic says:
::Suddenly feels the link weaken as the Master takes control::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
::works his way towards the Captain::
Plenty says:
<Warren Master>::pulls out a bag and removes some herbs and lays them on Ekel's wounds::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::smirks as she sees just barely a smile on Taal's face::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks back to the CMO:: CMO: I am sure you are pleased to return to the Geneva... ::is more centered on her feet now and turns to fully face the doctor, not a hand on the wall::
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: Ensign... good to see you.
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
::stands at an appropriate distance from the Captain, and awaits acknowledgement::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees an Ensign approach ::
Corin says:
::feeling that the link is beginning to weaken she knows that the Master is taking control::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: Captain.... it is good to see you as well....
Wren_Losic says:
::Slowly opens his eyes and speaks softly:: Plenty:  I have lost him.... I sense him no longer
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods... he is pleased to be returning to the Geneva, and he definitely wouldn't miss this place:: OPS: Would you mind... meeting me... after we've returned to the Geneva?
Plenty says:
<Warren Master>::presses the herbs into the wound and begins to chant a healing verse::
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: I'm guessing that the Geneva is standing by to beam us up?
CSO_Taal says:
::hears a wind off in the distance::
OPS_Cailand says:
::tilts her head:: CMO: If you wish, I shall indeed meet you..... ::is confused::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Notices how clean his blue uniform is and looks to the black rag that were pants hanging about his waist:;
Plenty says:
Wren: No, he is not gone yet. He sleeps deeply to heal the wounds.
Corin says:
::opens her eyes:: Losic: We have lost him???? ::almost in a panic:: Noooooooooooo
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: Captain...  I am afraid that we have been unable to approach the planet as each time we would attempt, some form of energy attack would emanate from the smaller planetoid and attack any powered system on the Geneva
Wren_Losic says:
::Looks up at his sister with tears streaming down his face:: Plenty:  What have I done?
OPS_Cailand says:
::senses strong grief and inhales sharply for a moment, before she blocks it out::
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: Even now?
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: Captain.....  The orbit of the planetoid and its variable distance to this planet seem to determine the energy attack
Plenty says:
::grabs Wren and hugs him:: Wren: You did what you had to do. You have saved us once again.
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: That attack is over, as the planetoid has moved away from this planet
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::fur ruffles slightly::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Listens to the Ensign giving our ships status and wonders how Grenador is::
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: Understood.  It's time for all of us to return home...
CSO_Taal says:
::sees Tlatoani's fur ruffle::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: That has allowed the Geneva to return to orbit and for me to transport to the surface.... unfortunately, I must report to you that the energy from the planetoid has seriously damaged the Geneva.
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Come on. Let's see the captain. ::moves forward:: Something... incredible happened to me. I'll have to share it with you.
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: Are you cold?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Then thinks of Goliath....::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CSO: I.... A little bit, yes.
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: How badly?
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks intrigued, though cautious..... her eyes look at his for a moment, and she hesitates.... then nods:: CMO: Indeed...
Plenty says:
<Warren Master>All: Ekel sleeps now...no more pain. ::lowers his head::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: However, we can make repairs, with the help of the away teams... at least to a point where the ship will be able to return to the nearest starbase for more extensive repairs
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: I....... :: Realizes he's been injured as his head begins to spin and all goes dark::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: Come, there should be enough room under the blanket.
Corin says:
Plenty/Losic:  Is he going to live???  Please he must live.  Hunter will be alone with out him.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::blushes:: CSO: Ahhh, arrre you surrre?
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
CO: however, Captain, we must leave soon, as energy reserves are severely dissipated
Corin says:
::putting her arms around Plenty and Losic she tries to console them::
XO_Shras says:
:: as someone takes charge of taking care of his dragon Shras begins to look around to see if he can gather his crew together ::
CSO_Taal says:
CIV: I wouldn't want you to freeze.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::blushes even redder and scoots closer to him::
CO_Eden says:
K'Larn: Understood.  Have the rest of the away teams return to the Geneva and begin repairs.  I'll be there in a moment...
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We're leaving?!
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: NOW?!
Corin says:
::watching the Warren Master do his work::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
ACTION: THE LANDING PARTIES REGROUP, SAY THEIR HURRIED GOODBYES, AND PREPARE TO RETURN TO THE GENEVA
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees the XO:: OPS: Let's meet up with Shras.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: We have to.
Plenty says:
::holds her brother closely:: Wren: It was his time.
Corin says:
~~~~Hunter: My beloved are you all right??~~~~
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is deeply saddened::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods and moves to follow the CMO::
Host Ens_K-Larn says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION------ SORTA=/\==/\==/\=
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